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Join our early testers! See what your sentence looks like with different synonyms. Rogeti 2 ©1. If the mushrooms have been shown to be hard, the skin must be peeled off. Even when they picked them, they were as harsh as the history books. This game is too harsh to fer me-I ship me cuttings gravesend.There he met
two other tough ones like his,-Duroc and Junot.The ankle was small and curved like an axe handle and looked tough. This same world is a tough wrestler and he has a bear grip. All other pieces are relatively heavy and harsh for this purpose. All other parts are relatively difficult and harsh for this. If the goose is old it is
useless to cook it because how hard and heavy it can't be eaten. Rogeti 2 Dictionary.com © ©1. Augean, backbreaking, difficult, demanding, arduous, demanding, exhausting, exhausting (or exhausting), difficult, difficult, hellacious, herculy, killer, laborious, moiling, murderous, pick-and-shovel, strict, rough, rough, hard,
stiff, stiff, strenuous, sweaty, long, testing , toilsome, tough, uphill abstract, abstruse, complex, complex, elusive, hairy, insoluble, complex, involved, knotty, opaque, problematic (also problematic), recondite, serious, spiny, stubborn, thorny, ticklish, complicated, cumbersome, troublesome, troublesome, cumbersome,
malicious, malicious, grim , strict brutal, cruel, inhumane, painful achievable, clear, feasible, basic, manageable, easy comforting, gentle, painless, relaxed, smooth, soothing available, friendly, idiotic, user-friendly 2 requires exceptional skill or caution in performing or handling it is a difficult situation when two of your
friends are quarreling and you are trying to stay out of a memorable, gentle, dubious [mainly British], hairy, knot, nasty, thorny, problematic (also problematic), sensitive, spiny, sticky, thorny , tickle, hell, tough, nitrite, complex burdensome, demanding, discommoding, demanding, exhausting, importunate, awkward,
burdensome, oppressive, painful, stressful Page 2 hard, difficult (adj)is not easy; requires great physical or mental efforts to accomplish, understand, or tolerate a difficult task; nesting in places on cliffs is difficult to escape; difficult times; Why is it so hard for you to keep a secret? Antony: simple, warm, casual, hands
down, soft, clean, effortless, problematic, smooth, easy, easy, painless, simplified, basic, user-friendly, easygoingSynonyms:severe, silent, painstaking, exhausting, tough, toil, concentrated, heavy, laborious, heavy, debilitating, arrow-friendly, punishing, silent, oeroos, backbreaking, strong, unmanageable,
unmanageable, difficult (adj) hard to control a heavy child, unmanageable situationAntonius:simple, hands down, soshy, clean, simple, simple, easy, user-friendly, basic, random, unproblematic, painless, smooth, easygoing, simplified, soft, effortlessYinnoyms:irreparable, uncontrollable, heavy, unwieldy, unwieldy,
unwieldy, unmanaged Eduncle posted what article is synonymous with and antony? The meaning of synonyms and antonyms is quite simple. The term Synonyms refers to a word or phrase that is exactly the same in terms of meaning, quality and concept. However, antonyms are the word with the opposite meaning,
quality and idea of another word. The use of English synonyms and antony words has now been useful not only for government work exams such as SSC CGL, IBPS &amp; UPSC but also for everyday life. Below we've given a complete synonym and antonyms list of competitive exams from which you can increase your
knowledge and get great up to English vocabulary too. Important synonyms and list of antonyms A to Z | Examine through a list of 400 Words synonymous and Antony If you think your vocabulary part is not good, and you are not short of competitive exams, then don't worry we offer you a full English synonym and
Antony List consisting of 400 examples of Synonyms and Antony, through which you can increase your score in exams. Check out the full Synonyms and Antony Word list table below – Get Free sample tutorial for competitive exams. Sign up for Eduncle download now! S.No. Words Synonyms Antony 1. Acumen
Awareness, the brilliance of stupidity, ignorance 2. Follow the instructions, follow the condemnation by stepping into the 3rd Lose Abrogate, Annual Setup Establish 4. Abash Disconcert, rattle, whack 5. Abundant bloom, splint incomplete, Destitute 6. reduce moderate, reduce aggravation 7. Abject despicable, servile
commendable, commendable 8. Abjure Abandon, waive his sentence on Sept. Abortion in vain, unproductive 10. Release Clemency, Forgive Compel, Accuse 11. Agreement, harmony disagreements 12. Acrimony's harshness, bitterness courtesy, Benevolence 13. Relentless Stubborn, Inflexible Flexible, Soft 14.
Proponent Of Follower, Disciple Rival, Opponent 15. Add Joined, Added Separated, Divorced 16. Admonish the lawyer, repeat again, applaud the 17th century. Misfortune, accident welfare, Fortune 18. Alien alien, alien, resident of the 19th century. Allay Pacify, soothes the aggravating, excite 20. To alleviate abate,
relieve deepen, increase 21st century Allure Entice, captivating Repulse Repel 22. Get up, descend, fall to 23. Leveraging augment, deepening Lessen, contract 24. Prosecutor, indictment Guilt, Sorry 25. Courage, courage, cowardice 26. Authentic, accurate, reliable fictional, unrealistic 27. Awkward rude, misguided
Adroit, a cunning 28. Axiom Adage, truism Absurdity, Mishap 29. Baffle Astound, Faze Facilitate, explain 30. Enchanting alluring, A repulsive, disgusting 31st-century man. Bleak Grim, Rough Shining, Pleasant 32. Fragile shattering, crisp, rugged, enduring 33. Bustling Anxiety, Tumult Slowness, Quiet 34. Barbaric
thwarted, perplex civilized 35. Baroque Florid, gilt plain, unadorned 36. Infertile desolate, sterile moist, fertile 37. Barricade, obstruction link, help 38. Vulgar base, coarse summit, Noble 39. Batty Hull, silly Sane 40. Bawdy Erotic, Coarse Decent, Moral 41. Befogged Becloud, Dim Clear Suck, Uncloud 42. Benevolent
benign, generous malicious, Miserly 43. Benign favorable, friendly malignant, Cruel 44. Bind predicament release 45. Bleak Austere, Empty Bright, Cheerful 46. Blunt dull, insensitive Keen, Sharp 47. Boisterous Clamorous, rowdy placid, calm 48. Brave adventurous timid 49. Busy active, on-mode, lazy 50. I'm calculating
Canny, devious artless, honest 51st century. Accident, misfortune fortune 52. Callous obdurate, insensitive compassionate, Tender 53. Calumny's slander, aspersion praise, praises the 54th President of the United States. Capable of competent, capable of incompetent, Inept 55. The charm, the captivating illusion of
insulting the 56th century. Imprisonment, Imprisonment Freedom, Freedom 57. Stop quitting, opt-out begin, from 58. Virtuous, pure Sullied, Lusty 59. Chastise punished, admonished Cheer, encouraged 60. Kindness of compassion, compassion for cruelty, Barbarity 61. Contain a set, contain reject, is missing 62.
Concede, permit, ban, reject 63. Agree to accept, agree with Different, do not agree with the 64. Consent agree, permission Object Does not agree with 65. Consequence, result of Origin, Start 66. Consolidate, strengthen separately, weaken the 67th Conspicuously prominent, obvious hidden, hidden in the 68th century.
Contempt, recklessness to hold, praise for 69. The contradiction denied, against the confirmation, the confirmation of the 70th Century B.T.A. On the contrary, a controversial similar, Similar, Similar 71. Calm harmonious, turbulent 72. Callously insensitive, unsung, merciful 73. Camouflage Cape, Camouflage Reveals
74th Sincere Blunt, bluffing evasive 75. Captivate Beguile, compel the burial of the 76th-century man. Carnivore worldly, carnivorally spiritual 77. Catholic generic, liberal narrow-minded 78. Celebrated the acclaimed, lionized Unknown, Fame 79. Cement plaster, mortar Breaks down 80. Censure Noomit, reprimand
praise, acceptance of 81. Cheap competitive, cheap expensive, unreasonable 82. Secret Hidden, Prolific Open, Legal 83. Classic simple, typical romantic, unusual 84. Coarse Bawdy, Boorish Fine, Chaste 85. Comic book, Jester Tragic, tragedian 86. Compact cluster, thick Loose, Diffuse 87. Compact Abbreviated, Shrink
Amplify, Expand 88. Conceit Egotism, Uncomable mannered 89. Concord Agreement, to give a disagreement to the 90th U.S. Court of First World Regulation. Condemn the castrated, Chide approving, praise for the 91st President of the United States. A courageous, fearless Differential, a cowardly 92. Consolidate



centralization, Fortify Weaken 93. Courtesy of generosity, respect, disdain, rudeness 94. Establishment, foundation destruction 95. Clever, fierce nave, rude 96. Decay Collapse, decay bloom, Progress 97. Fraud fraud, the art of Veracity, 98. Deciphering, misrepresented, distorting the 99th Century. Desecrate filth,
cleanse of filth, holiness 100. Defray spend, pay disclaimer, Repudiate 101. Intentional caution, intentional rash, sudden 102. Demolish Ruin, devastating repair, build 103. Take despoil, surrender Restore, Update 104. Deride mock, mock Inspire, encourage 105. Contempt, loathing, praise for the 106th president of the
United States. Dissuade Remonstrate, councillor in Insite, to convince the 107th President of the United States of Justice of the European Union to take the place of the 107th President of the United States of Justice of the European Union. Convict, boycott Defense 108. Dense opaque, piled sparse, smart 109.
Disparaging sarcastic, critical praise, grateful for the 110th president of the United States. Desperation Depression, Misery satisfaction, Hope 111. Disastrous, Disastrous Creative, Constructive 112. Obedient, flexible, strong stubborn, stubborn 113. Midget Diminutive, Petite Big, Giant 114. Eager Keen, the acquis inely,
apathetic 115. Eclipse Diminution, Dimming Shine, Eclipse 116. Eccentric strange, abnormal Natural, Ordinary 117. Ecstasy pleasure, exultation despair, Calamity 118. Efface destroy, destroy preserve, maintain 119. Expression, squeamish, s stop, stuttering 120. Encumbrance resistance, resistance stimulus, stimulant
121. Endeavour take, strive to Stop, quit 122. A huge colossal, mammoth diminutive, trivial 123. Epitome accurate, such as Step, enlargement 124. Unclear uncertain, cloudy obvious, clear 125. Destroy destruction, destroy Secure, plant 126. Fabricate build, produce Destroy, demolish 127. Mistake, delusions, mistake
veracity, truth 128. Halters stumble, demur Persist, Farm 129. Fanatical narrow-minded, biased liberal, Tolerant 130. Weak weak, weak strong, strong 131. A ferocious, cruel, gentle, likeable 132. Feud quarrel, quarrel harmony, brotherhood 133. Fluctuating deflect, vacillate stabilize, solve 134. Abandon the desert, give
up the hold, keep 135. Fragile weak, powerless enduring, tough 136. A frenzied violent, irritated humble, gentle 137. Frivolous petty, worthless solemn, remarkable 138. Frugality economy, providence arrogance, extravagance 139. Gather, gather, gather, 140. Darkness, darkness, joy, miracle of the 141st century. Glut
stuff, saturation hunger, abstain from 142. Excellent excellent, dazzling Dull, unpretentious 143. Gracious polite, bona fide rude, unforgivable 144. Grisly nasty, cruel pleasant, attractive 145. Resentment, anger, reluctance, affection 146. Guild cunning, deception Honesty, candor 147. Generosity Altruism, bounty, greed
148. A genuine absolute, factual lie 149. Gloomy Bleak, Cloudy Gay, Bright 150. Dignity of Honor, known as Shame, Shame 151. Prevent The Retard, Avoid Promotion, facilitate the 152. Unhappy, fatal Fortunate, Lucky 153. Harass irritated, harassing Assist, comfort 154. Arrogant, pompous Humble, Submissive 155.
Danger, danger Conviction, security 156. Heretic non-constructive, secular, religious 157. A formidable, shockingly attractive, alluring 158. Debilitate debilitate debilitate, 159th Harmony Compliance, Amicability Disagreement, Disagreement 160. A hasty, brash, cautious 161. Aujumaldus, denunciation of respect, Shame
162. Humble Facet, Arg's gorgeous, convincing 163. Humility resignation, fawning encouragement, Pride 164. Hypocritical deception, Pharisee sincerity, candor 165. Impenitent Uncontrite, Obdurate's 166th president, Was 166. Impulsive, layered, brash cautious, intentional 167. Indifference Equitable, Haughty Partial,
Biased 168. Impatient Destitute, impoverished Rich, Prosperous 169. Hell of a Damn Damn, damn Heavenly, 170. Insipid Tedious, Prosaic Pleasant, appetizing 171. Interestingly captivating, riveting boring, uninteresting 172. Impeccable, impeccable desecrated, Tarnished 173. A huge, huge Puny, an insignificant 174.
Dive in, take out with you, reveal 175. The impending, beer Distant, Retreating 176. Immunity privilege, privilege to blame, Censure 177. Pity to decrease, deteriorate Restore, Revitalize 178. Unbiased, unbiased, biased 179. Obstacle obstacle, obstacle assistant, Concurrence 180. Superstitious, unholy pious, Devout
181. Impute attribute, attributed to Exculpate, support 182. Inclinposition disposition, affection for Indifference, Disinclination 183. Incompetent, incompetent, unskilled Dexterous, skilled 184. Inappropriate inappropriate, absurd compatible, harmonious 185. The inevitable inevitable, identified as Unlikely, Dubious 186. Ruin
the spoil, invade the Fill, Concur 187. Brilliant undisguised, naïve Wily, Craftly 188. Insinuation, hint of cover-up, camouflage 189. Insipid tasteless, coats of arms Delicious, luscious 190. Insolvent, poor Rich, solvent 191. Inculculculculculculcate, injected with Eradicate, extract 192. Complicated tangled, complicated
regulated, orderly 193. Intrigue plan, conspiracy candor, Sincerity 194. The inner real, fundamental outsider, the occasional 195. Invective indictment, censure confirmation, acclamation 196. Invincible undefeated, impregnable Effeminate, languid 197. Irresistible irresistible, unlimited Composed, hesitant 198. Impeccable
subtle, impeccable desecrated, Tarnished 199. Jaded tired, exhausted Revamped, recreated 200. Jejune boring, boring Interesting, exciting 201. Jovial frolicsome, cheerful festive, morose 202. Jubilant rejoices, triumphant Melancholy, a dismal 203. A sensible, thoughtful irrational, foolish 204. An honest, impartial
unequal, unfair 205. Raid to protect, ignite impute, arraign 206. Young young, gentle Dotage, aged 207. Sharp sharp, touching coats of arms, insipid 208. Relative, species Unrelated, different from 209. Knave dishonest, villain Paragon, innocent 210. Knell's body, the last blow in the reconstruction, the rediscovery of
211. Knot complex heavy easy, manageable 212. Lavish abundance, excessive scarce, incomplete 213. Loose, reckless, reliable 214. Gentle compassionate, gracious, cruel, difficult 215. Responsible, related liability, 216. Liberal generous, generous malicious217. Linger loiter, extended By Hasten, quicken 218. Clear
sound, rational vague, hidden in the 219th century. Delusion of insanity, insanity Normality, peace of mind 220. Attract, entice, repel, repel 221. Luscious tasteful, delicious unpleasant, tart 222. Luxuriant strong, rich Scanty, meagre 223. Languid Sluggish, apathetic energetic, spirited 224. Evil revenge, resentment,
benevolence, goodness 225. Mandatory Mandatory, optional 226. Masculine gallant, bouncing feminine, meek 227. Dignity of merit, property unworthy, shame 228. A wonderful, extraordinary ordinary, trivial 229. To alleviate the easing, alleviate augment increase to 230. A humble, polite arrogant, pompous 231. The
harasser, the teaser console, calms down 232. Mollify appease, assuage irritating, indi hate 233. A compelling, eventful Trivial, insignificant 234. Monotonous irksome, annoying varied, pleasant 235. Morbid Nasty, Macabre Healthy, Cheerful 236. Munificent liberal, hospitable Frugal, penurious 237. Murky dusky, boring
Bright, bright 238. Mutinous reluctant, rebel submissive, faithful 239. Mutual common, identical stand-alone 240. Niggardly miser, covetous Generous, profuse 241. Cheeky prompt, agile sluggish, languid 242. Indifferent, careless, attentive, caring 243. Rookie boredom, rookie veteran, brilliant 244. Toxic baneful, harmful
healing, profitable 245. Nullify cancel, annual approval, support 246. Concept Conceit, Fear reality, Concrete 247. Numerous profuse, various scarcity, incomplete 248. Prevent, avoid Hasten, encourage 249. Obleeal Complaisant, Willing Mulish, Obstinate 250. Obscure Arcane, Vague Outstanding 251. Stubborn
stubborn, relentlessly flexible 252. Get access, inherit 253. Obvious, obvious, unclear, 254. Nasty Malicious, Nasty Engagement, exciting 255. Offensive abominable, disgusting inclusion, fascinating 256. Hidden hidden, unclear, transparent 257. Descendant of the offspring, ancestor of siblings, forefather 258. Ominous
threats, foreboding favorable 259. Opaque, shady transparent, bright 260. Optimist Idealist Pessimist 261. Oracular encrypted, vague Lucid, clear 262. Order of Ordain, set to cancel the 263rd. Decorative decorative, decorated Unseemly, the usual 264. Eruption of the outbreak, rebellion Compliance, subjectivity 265.
Outrageous crime, mistreatment of Praise, in favor of 266. Pacify garden, Chasten irritated, deteriorates to 267. Convince Cajole, Impress Dissuade, stop 268. Disturbed Flustered, Anxious Calm 269. To make the seed, to undertle, shrink 270. Progress Pace, Betterment Retrogress, deterioration 271. Prompt Precise,
Accurate Slow, Careless 272. Conservatism Vigilance, discretion discretion 273. Pamper Flatter, indulge Deny, disparages 274. Most importantly, the eminent Trivial, the worst 275. Excellent, unrivalled Mediocre, usual place 276. Peevish perverted, sullen Suave, kind 277. Pertness flippancy, brazenness petulant,
obstinate complacent, obedient 279. Trims, calm turbulence, hostile 280. Pompous cocky, arrogant unpretentious, humble 281. Insecure, uncertain Sure 282. Predicament difficult, dilemma resolution, trust 283. Quack impostor, cheat upright, without faking 284. Peculiar, strange acquaintance, ordinary 285. Quarantine
separation, screen Befriend, communicate with 286. Quell subdue, reduce erbaerbate, irritate 288. Quibble equivocate, prevaricate Unfeign, normal 289. Raid, Foray Retreat, release 290. Speed Speed, Speed Inertia, Languidity 291. Reason Acumen, Borders Folly, Speculation 292. Rebellious restless, attacking the
submissive, compliant 293. Correct Amend, Remedy Falsify, Worsen 294. Reluctant cautious, averse anxious, eager 295. Limit The Detain, confi cite 296. Ratify consent, confirm prohibition, dissent 297. Devastate destroy, reconstruction of destruction, renovate 298. Redeem Recover, release Canned lose 299. The
residue, a piece of healthy, whole 300. Remonstrate Censure, protest rally, loudly 301. Remorse Remorse, Remorse For Ruthlessness, Obduracy 302. Cancel the land, cancel delegate, license 303. Resentment, content of anger, Cheer 304. Pull back, back off Fasten, fasten 305. Reverence, disrespect, insult 306. Rout
Vanquish, drop The Succumb, take back 307. Rustic rural, uncivilized Culture, Refined 308. Ruthless remorseless, inhumanly compassionate, lenient 309. Holy Cherish, Divine Godless, Profane 310. Wild Wild, untamed polished, civilized 311. Startled terrified, shocked waveringly 312. Steep course, arrogant Flat,
gradual 313. Foreign immigrant, guest acquaintance, national 314. Sublime Excellent, outstanding ridiculous 315. Succinct Concise, Terse Long, courtesy 316. Sympathy for Tenderness, Harmony of Antipathy, Disagreement 317. System schematic, unit chaos, alert 318. Sarcastic irony, derisive polite, gracious 319.
Cheeky cheeky, arrogant humble, humble 320. Clever Cunning, insidious, insidious, simple, 321. Scanty meagre, inadequate lavish, crowd 322. Servile Slavish, Obedient Aggressive, Dominant 323. Vile wretched, impoverished, prosperous, successful 324. Defamation defamation, malign Aplod, approved 325. Sneezing
mock, despicable flatter, praise326. Please, pray for a protest against 327. Subterfuge Fraud, Stratagem Frankness, Open 328. Stain stain, fade Honor, cleanse329. False fake, fake genuine, authentic 330. Sporadic intermittent, scattered Incessant, frequent 331. Spry Nimble, Agile Lethargic, Sluggish 332. Dirty dirty,
dirty Tidy, Attractive 333. Successful propitious, Felicitous Destitute, Undesirable 334. Sterile infertile, impotent, strong 335. Stupor lethargy, sensitivity to consciousness, consciousness 336. That followed, the previous, last year, last year. A remarkable, strong drip, a fragile 338. Subvert Demolish, Sabotage Create,
organize 339. Superficial partial, shallow deep, attentive 340. Parasite, flattery flattery Loyal 341. Taboo to ban, deny permit, consent 342. Taciturn Reserved, quiet chatty, extrovert 343. Annoyingly expensive. Irksome Exhilarating, lively 344. Temperate cool, moderate Boisterous, violent 345. Rental apartment, Digs
Breakeven, dislodge 346. Tenacious stubborn Dodge Doc, non-stink 347. Throng assembly, crowd dispersion, sparsity 348. Cowardly Differential, Coward Bold, fearless 349. Calm calm, composed of a violent, furious 350. The transient period, temporary enduring, lasted from 351 to 1000. Trenchant convincing, robust
weak, obscure 352. Treacherous dishonest, duplicitous straightforward, reliable 353. Trivial trifling, insignificant, veteran 354. Tumultuous Violent, Riotous Calm, Harmonious 355. Tyro Beginner, riotous municipality, veteran 356. Tame compatible, modest Wild, untamed 357. Terse incisive, compact diffuse, gentle 358.
Thick chunky, massive thin, weakened 359. Thrifty Frugal, prescient extravagant 360. Peace, peace, calm, fierce 361. Transparent Diaphanous Opaque 362. Quake Vibrate Steady 363. Uncouth awkward, shameful elegant, compensated for 364. Totally completely, completely incomplete, incomplete 365. Umbrage
Chagrin, Insult of Compassion, Good Will 366. Uncouth Boorish, clownish elegant, compensated for 367. Urchin Foundling, orvuveidrik, Knave 368. The urge to incite, beg for abhorrence, abomination of 369. Needless arrogant, egotistical modest 370. Roam by Wander, wander peacefully, 371. Courage, abilities of Fear,
cowardice 372. Vanity Conceit, Pretension for Modesty, Humility 373. Honorable, respected, unworthy, immature 374. Poison poison, malevolence Antidote, Benevolent 375. Veteran brilliant, experienced rookie, tyro 376. A vicious corrupt, nasty noble, virtuous 377. Watch caution, warn careless, careless 378. Vivacious
Spirited, Energetic Dispirited, Unpleasant 379 Vilify Malign, Slur, Laimacherish, Praise 380. Vouch Confirm, agree with Repudiate, ban 381. Virtue ethics, moral ity, dishonesty 382. Bright eloquent, lucid Boring, Dim 383. Cancel waiver, remove Impose, Clamp 384. Wan Pale, faded Bright, full 385. Wane Decline, Dwindle
Liia, Rise 386. Careful cautious, cautious Heedless, careless 387. To marry, combine divorce, separate 388. Vicious in the indi months, immoral virtuous, Noble 389. Wield Publish, employed by Forgo, avoided 390. Wile Trickery, Artifice Naivety, honor 391. Winsome Beautiful, Comely Alluring, Rapper 392. Wither, perish
to revive, bloom 393. Shout out, shriek Whisper muffled 394 Harvests to surrender waiver resist, protest 395. Yearn bickering, crave content, satisfy 396. Ike connect, harness Liberate, Release 397. Zeal, passionate Apathy, lethargy 398. Zenitith Summit, peak Nadir, base 399. Gesture of joy, enthusiasm loathing,
passive 400. Zig -zag sloping, wayway Straight, unbent Get Free sample tutorial for competitive exams. Sign up for Eduncle download now! Check out the list of idioms and phrases here for competitive for - Idioms and and English synonyms and an antonym quiz If you have fully learned the meanings of the synonym and
antony word list. Go through a short quiz of frequently asked synonyms and antony competitive exams and test your knowledge. Question 1. The word Distrust is synonymous – (A) Yield (B) Remonstrate (C) Hobolus (D) None of them ques 2. The word deceptive is (A) valid (B) Trivial (C) Peerless (D) Outrage, which
ques 3 antonym. Which of the following words refers to the same meaning as the word camouflage (A) Vicious (B) Bleak (C) Conceal (D) Heretical questions 4. The word Impenitent is (A) Accursed (B) Obdurate (C) Incroach (D) Lucid Que 5 synonyms. The word Cajole is antonym (A) Convince (B) Outdated (C)
Pompous (D) Elegant You can also Check out - One Word Substitution PDF If you find this article useful for your exam preparation, you will not share it with your friends. For more information about competitive exams, stay in touch with Eduncle! Henry Ford said- Anyone who finishes studying is old, either 20 or 80.
Anyone who learns will be young. So, keep learning and sharing. Sharing.
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